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DESCRIPTION: Elmore Leonard meets Franz Kafka in the wild, improbably true story of the

legendary outlaw of Budapest. Attila Ambrus was a gentleman thief, a sort of Cary Grant--if only

Grant came from Transylvania, was a terrible professional hockey goalkeeper, and preferred

women in leopard-skin hot pants. During the 1990s, while playing for the biggest hockey team in

Budapest, Ambrus took up bank robbery to make ends meet. Arrayed against him was perhaps the

most incompetent team of crime investigators the Eastern Bloc had ever seen: a robbery chief who

had learned how to be a detective by watching dubbed Columbo episodes; a forensics man who

wore top hat and tails on the job; and a driver so inept he was known only by a Hungarian word that

translates to Mound of Ass-Head. BALLAD OF THE WHISKEY ROBBER is the completely bizarre

and hysterical story of the crime spree that made a nobody into a somebody, and told a forlorn

nation that sometimes the brightest stars come from the blackest holes. Like The Professor and the

Madman and The Orchid Thief, Julian Rubinsteins bizarre crime story is so odd and so wicked that

it is completely irresistible. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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Hungary's most beloved criminal, Attila Ambrus, is locked away until 2016, but even now he is

interviewed on television, as a commentator on current bank robberies since he was an expert, and

even the dog he had when he was free (and who will probably never see him again) makes the

news now and then. Attila won't say what his immediate plans are; he says he'd "be insincere" if he



made remarks about planning to escape, but he is working on getting an education, and he loves

reading. He has a huge encyclopedia of Hungarian history that even mentions him as a national folk

hero. This is despite his alcoholism, addiction to gambling, womanizing, and career as the worst

goalie ever in professional Hungarian hockey. The bizarre story is rollickingly told in _Ballad of the

Whiskey Robber: A True Story of Bank Heists, Ice Hockey, Transylvanian Pelt Smuggling,

Moonlighting Detectives, and Broken Hearts_ (Little, Brown) by Julian Rubinstein. This hugely

entertaining story would fail if it were fiction; Rubinstein has done lots of research, including hours of

jailhouse interviews with the hero, and it is all true, but still incredible.Attila escaped from Romania

to Hungary in 1988, clinging to the bottom of a train. He wound up in Budapest penniless and

friendless, and he had a funny accent. With unswerving determination, he caught on to a

championship Budapest hockey club. Once he did get a chance to show his stuff on the ice, "... it

didn't take long for the team to recognize the new kid's level of talent. Zero...." He didn't get paid,

but he doubled as the team's janitor. He also drove the Zamboni, until while driving drunk one night,

he drove it into the stands.
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